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Gap Penalty 

Gap – It is a space introduced into an alignment to match characters in one sequence relative 

to another. Example score, g = -2. 

Indel – Insertions of space in query sequence and deletion of space in subject sequence to 

compensate alignment of characters. Example scores, Insertion, g
i
 = -4 and Deletion, g

d
 = -2. 

Types of Gap Penalty: 

1. Constant Gap Penalty – A fixed negative score (g) is given to every gap, regardless of its 

length. Example, g = -2, -2, -2, etc. 

2. Linear Gap Penalty – A linear negative score (g × i) is given to each insertion or deletion 

in the gap, regardless of its length. Where, (i) is the length of the insertion or deletion gaps. 

Example, g = -2, -4, -6, etc. 

3. Affine Gap Penalty – It combines the components in both the constant and linear gap 

penalty. An affine negative score g
op

 + g
ext

 × i OR g
op

 + g
ext

 × (i - 1) is given to each 

insertion or deletion in the gap, regardless of its length. Where, (g
op

) is known as the gap 

opening penalty, (g
ext

) is the gap extension penalty, and (i) is the length of the gap. Example, 

g = -10, -10 + (-1 × 1), -10 + (-1 × 2), etc. which is g = -10, -11, -12, etc. 

4. Convex Gap Penalty – It is solved by taking logarithmic length of gap, g
op

 + g
ext

 × log
e
(i). 

Each additional space in a gap contributes less to the gap weight. 

5. Arbitrary Gap Penalty – Any gap weight function is acceptable (this is the most general 

case). The weight of a gap is an arbitrary function of its length g(i). Example, (g
op

 + g
ext

)i. 


